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https://slideplayer.com/slide/10637983/

How do we know that
these are all dogs?

Socrates



Plato’s allegory of the cave

https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/platos-allegory-of-the-cave/



Plato’s theory of forms

https://twitter.com/PhilosophyMttrs

reddit/PhilosophyMemes

https://slideplayer.com/slide/10637983/



What does that have to do 
with Deep Learning?



Main message 



Problem



Artificial neural network solution



Residual neural network solution



ODE/Dynamical system interpretation of ResNets



Problem

Kernel method solutions



Operator valued kernels



Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space



Feature map



Problem

Optimal recovery solution





Problem

Ridge regression solution





Mechanical regression



Numerical 
experiments





MNIST

Fashion MNIST



Mechanical regression



Particular case



Particular case: ResNet block





Mechanical regression



Theorem



Image registration



Image registration



Image registration with landmarks 



Image registration with landmark matching

Idea registration with data matching



Image registration with landmark matching



Composed idea registration 



Idea registration



Bayesian interpretation

Theorem



Bayesian interpretation

Deep residual Gaussian process



Idea registration is  ridge regression with a warped kernel

Theorem



Warping kernels



Idea registration is  ridge regression with a prior learned from data

Theorem



Why?



Brittleness of 
Bayesian 

inference implies 
the brittleness of 

ANNs

https://youtu.be/o-nwSnLC6DU?t=74



Other causes?

Instability is inherent to Deep Learning

Can we fix it?



How do we fix it?

Training without regularization

Training with regularization



Unregularized ANN

Regularized ANN

Theorem



One ResNet block with and without regularization 



Mechanical regression

Idea registration

What are the minimizers of mechanical regression 
or idea registration variational problems? 



Mechanical regression

Theorem



Corollary



The momentum representation of the regressor is sparse 



Corollary



Idea registration

Theorem



Idea registration

Corollary



Mean field limit

Theorem



Existence, uniqueness and convergence of minimizers 

Theorem

Remark



Deterministic Error estimates 

Theorem



One mechanical regression / idea registration block



Composing mechanical regression / idea registration blocks



Idea formation

Theorem



CNN/ResNet are discretized idea formation solvers with REM kernels



Equivariant kernels 





Reduced Equivariant Multichannel (REM) kernels 

REM kernel



With activation functions



With activation functions



With activation functions



CNN/ResNet are discretized idea formation solvers with REM kernels



Pooling via striding is subgrouping



Hamiltonian Flow with REM kernels



Related work

This work



Do ideas have shape?



Conclusion



Do ideas have shape?

Plato’s theory of forms

https://twitter.com/PhilosophyMttrs



Artificial neural network solution



Residual neural network solution



Plato’s allegory of the cave

https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/platos-allegory-of-the-cave/

Plato


